CAPABILIT Y OVERVIEW

Risk, Security & Privacy: CLOUD SERVICES
With the boom in digital transformation occurring
across the industry, cloud computing has become
a ubiquitous component of enterprise IT, and with
it comes a unique set of challenges to architect it
effectively, efficiently, and securely.
Online’s Risk, Security and Privacy team provides a
set of specific cloud services that help you establish
and manage the security concerns of Cloud.

Cloud Advisory
Services

Cloud Compliance
and Assessment
Services

Cloud Technical
Services

Cloud Advisory Services
The decision to adopt the Cloud goes beyond determining what platform to use, or
what solutions to deploy there. A key component to realizing the benefits of Cloud
is make security a priority consideration from every stage. Our RSP Cloud Advisory Services
considers your security, privacy and performance goals, and then works with your teams to
ensure an optimal implementation. This includes:
>

Solution Selection

>

Cloud Security Solution Selection

>

Migration Strategy and Planning

>

Cloud Integration and Deployment Planning

>

Cloud Security Planning and Advisory

>

Capacity and Continuity Planning

>

Cloud Design/ Redesign / Advisory
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Cloud Compliance and Assessment Services
Online’s Cloud Compliance and Assessment services provide organizations with an indepth review of existing cybersecurity posture through a comprehensive analysis of
threats and vulnerabilities, regulatory compliance requirements, and, most importantly, business
risk in Cloud Environments.
Through Cloud Readiness Assessments we work with you to identify gaps and remediation
strategies to ensure alignment with the requisite compliance frameworks.
The Online team works as an extension of your team to execute remediation activities that
strengthen your security posture considering all aspects of your Cloud security program and
overall organization.
>

Custom / multi-compliance solutions

>

Enterprise and Third-Party Risk Assessments

>

Readiness Assessments and Remediation
Roadmaps

>

Data Inventory and Data Flow Mapping

>

Security Training and Knowledge Transfer

>

CSA, PCI DSS, HIPAA, and FedRAMP compliance
assessments

Cloud Technical Services/Testing
Online’s Cloud Technical Security Services supports technical security testing / verification
for cloud service environments.
With over 50% of our testing and verification engagements done against pure cloud and hybrid
cloud environments, including AWS, Azure, GCP etc, our proven testing methods provide a clear
understanding of the overall technical posture, ensuring your cloud environment remains secure.
Online’s RSP Cloud Technical Services include:
>

Network Penetration & Segmentation Testing

>

Web Application/API/Mobile App Testing

>

Red Teaming / Social Engineering

>

Secure Code Analysis & Review

Contact:
Online Business Systems
1.800.668.7722
rsp@obsglobal.com

About Online Business Systems
Online is a leading Digital Transformation and Cybersecurity consultancy.
Businesses today are under pressure to transform to remain relevant – at the same time, there is
unprecedented opportunity to innovate and achieve incredible things never seen before – securely.
We combine the best technology, business, and security practices, and lead Clients through the
transformation process.
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